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This thesis work introduces a service oriented architecture based Grid abstraction frame­
work that allows users to access Grid infrastructure through JavaScript. Such a framework 
integrates well with other Web 2.0 technologies since it provides JavaScript toolkit to build 
web applications. The framework consists of two essential parts. A client Application Pro­
gramming lnterface(API) to access the Grid via JavaScript and a full service stack in server 
side through which the Grid access is channeled. The framework uses commodity Web ser­
vice standards and provides extended functionality such as asynchronous task management, 
file transfer, etc. The availability of this framework simplifies not only the development of 
new services, but also the development of advanced client side Grid applications that can be 
accessed through Web browsers. The effectiveness of the framework is demonstrated by pro­
viding an Grid portal example that integrates a variety of useful services to be accessed through 
a JavaScript enabled client desktop via a Web browser, as well as the opensocial gadgets for 
Grid task management and file transfer. Overall, Grid developers will have another tool at 
their disposal that projects a simpler way to distribute and maintain cyberinfrastructure related 
software, while simultaneously delivering advanced interfaces and integrating social services 
for the scientific community. 
Keywords: Cyberinfrastructure, Web Service, Web Application, JavaScript, Grid Com­
puting, Grid Portal. 
1 Introduction 
We are relying on high-performance computing more than ever to do scientific research. From the 
traditional high energy physics to Gene research, or from drug discovery to aerodynamics work, we 
cannot perform the works otherwise due to the system complicity requires more computing power 
and/or produces huge mount of data to be processed. Instead of maintaining such computing facil-
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ities independently by each institute and organization, Cyberinfrastructure [1] proposes to build a 
new environment that could efficiently connect those computing facilities to achieve a higher goal 
for scientific discoveries. Teragrid [2]is a result of such effort, which connects computing facilities 
from institutes across the nation to provide huge computing and data processing potential to scien­
tific users. Grid computing is usually the underlying technology to achieve this. However, setting 
up a Grid computing environment to use the cyberinfrastructure is a pretty complicated work that 
requires skills not possessed by all the users from different fields. 
Grid abstraction has been proved through the Java CoG Kit [3] project an ideal way to lower 
the entry barrier of the Grid computing. To further continue this approach, together with the 
booming Web 2.0 and Software as a Service(SaaS) trends, we consider to construct yet a high level 
abstraction that enables Grid access from a web browser client. The thesis work provides a Service 
Oriented Architecture (SOA) [4] based Grid abstraction framework that allows us to access Grids 
through web client using JavaScript. In the framework, we are enhancing the previous approach 
with a number of advanced services as well as targeting JavaScript as the language of choice for the 
client to support Web 2.0 style portals. Through the framework we can integrate with a variety of 
Grid middleware and obtain access to the Grid fabric. The work focus primarily on the integration 
with Globus [5] and access to the TeraGrid. The framework contains a useful set of JavaScript 
toolkit to simplify this access. 
One of the advantages of the JavaScript API is that we can integrate a large number of commod­
ity libraries available in JavaScript to go beyond the traditional use of Grid technologies. Hence, we 
are able to leverage from data-structure libraries, social networking and communication libraries 
to enable Web 2.0 programming features and allow access to additional commodity cyberinfras­
tructure that would otherwise be difficult to be achieved. As a result the framework will be more 
than just a Grid client library. In order to emphasize this difference and its ability to function as 
an aide for integrating cyberinfrastructure in general, we use the term Cyberaide Javascript as the 
name of the project. 
7 
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The article is structured as following. We will discuss the background and the related research, 
technologies and standards first. It is followed by the system design section, which covers the 
architecture, service stack design and client side JavaScript library design. In the implementation 
section, the service stack in server side and the client side library are implemented, with some 
technical details covered. Evaluation & use cases section introduces several examples of web 
applications for cyberinfrastructure developed based on the framework and the JavaScript APL A 
list of deliverables from this project and some important documentations generated are listed as 
appendices. 
2 Background and Related Research 
Harnessing super computing power and processing large amount of data to get useful information 
is not always an easy problem. To better resolve this issue, the NSF answered with the concept 
of Cyberinfrastructure [1], the main goal of which is to lower the existing entry barriers to the 
high performance computing. The work of this thesis is part of the Cyberaide (Cyberinfrastructure 
Agile Development Environment) project [6]. The goal of this project is to develop methods and 
tools to address the development, deployment and use of the advanced cyberinfrastructure. Figure 
1 displays the big picture. 
As an essential part of the Cyberaide project, Cyberaide JavaScript is to develop a framework 
that deals with Web application development for the advanced cyberinfrastructure. In this section 
we will introduce and discuss the background on which this thesis work bases as well as the related 
research & technologies. 
2.1 Grid Computing 
Grid computing [7] is a metaphor that implies the access to computing power is as easy as access­
ing an electric power grid. Practically it is a kind of distributed computing, containing a number 
8 
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of geographically distributed computers connected by most likely high-speed networks under dif­
ferent administration. The loosely coupled computers may share computing resources like CPU 
cycles, storage spaces, etc. Grid provides an alternative way to access high-performance computing 
using a number of available computing resources, including a range from fairly cheap to expen­
sive mainframes or supercomputers. Currently the Teragrid [2] is the nation's largest collaborative 
effort providing an advanced cyberinfrastructure based on Grid technologies. 
A simplified Grid system is illustrated as in Figure 2. It is based on the job submission, status 
query, result retrieval paradigm. Grid clients interact with some Frontend in the Grid, and the 
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Figure 2: Grid Architecture 
[ BackEnd 
computing work. This will need some framework and tools to deal with the issues aroused like 
security, resources discovery and monitor, etc. 
Globus Toolkit is the de facto standard Grid computing middleware. It is the effort from an open 
source project. Globus provides ample functionalities for underlying job dispatch, and elementary 
shell based interface. Grid users, after authenticated himself/herself successfully, could submit a 
job to execute, query its status, and transfer large mount of data, etc. Globus utilizes internally 
Service Oriented Architecture. Together they are called Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA). 
Globus Toolkit uses the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) as the security infrastructure, which 
provides transport layer security and message level security. A proxy certificate store is often used 
to deposit certificates and to facilitate the certificate credential delegation, by which some agent 
can delegate the execution of a complete workflow on behalf of the user. To use the toolkit in Grid 
10 
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environment, first one need to setup and configure a Globus client environment, which includes 
some basic modules such as the myproxy module and gsissh module. Then we need to configure 
the trusted Certificate Authority (CA), making sure that the CA that issued the certificate for the 
Grid system we are going to use is in our trusted CA directory. After that you need to request a 
certificate that the Grid system will trust, or if you have already obtained the appropriate certificate, 
you can retrieve it from myproxy server through command line tool provided by the toolkit, and 
then login to some Grid frontnode through gsissh to perform grid computing. These steps are not 
trivial, and sometimes very error-prone. This makes setup a Grid computing environment is very 
complicated and tedious, which is typically jobs of well-trained system administrators. 
Java CoG Kit is a set of Java API that interfaces with Grid middlewares and commodity tech­
nologies. It provides a higher level abstraction of Grid services, through which grid users can get 
a user-friendly and more convenient environment to access Grid services that the Globus toolkit 
provides. The abstraction and provided API also simplify Grid developer's work, but do not expose 
every feature of the Globus toolkit. Java CoG Kit introduces a full-fledged workflow description 
language and engine called Karajan. The Karajan workflow engine provides an extended XML 
description in order to to describe workflows. This makes it easy to construct complete workflows, 
through use of dependencies and parallel constructs. Earlier version of the Java CoG Kit even 
provides a GUI for user to construct workflow. A Grid user could construct and edit a workflow 
by drag and drop manner. Due to rich features and easy usage, Java CoG Kit is widely used as the 
mechanism to interact with underlying Grid middleware and Grid infrastructure. 
2.2 SOA and Web Service 
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a new approach to construct distributed application, espe­
cially business application [8, 9]. 
It is also widely used in Grid community including Globus Toolkit since version 4. The sim-
11 
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plest SOA based use case is a 2-tier architecture, one side providing service and another side 
consuming the service. While for some other cases, some mediator is needed between the service 
requestor and service provider to gain the interoperability. In this case, the mediator is both a 
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The use of SOA can make the entities loosely coupled, so that each part can be modified and 
updated independently without impact on other parts, as long as the service contract is kept. Web 
service is a specific form of Service Oriented Architecture, which constructs a SOA through Web. 
So it can be widely used since web clients can be found almost in every computer for now. A 
web service is defined using Web Service Description Language(WSDL) [10]; to discover a web 
service, Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) [11] specification is used. Many 
web service standards and specifications are still emerging as well as evolving now, while some 
address security, reliable message transfer, and others transaction. However, the most commonly 
12 
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used underlying protocol is SOAP [12], using XML to transfer messages over HTTP. 
2.3 Web Portal & Grid Portal 
Traditionally a web portal is a website that is considered as an entry point to other websites. In these 
days since web services technologies are booming, the concept should go beyond the concept of 
entrance to other websites, but also include entrance to multiple web services. Web portals usually 
have the following characteristics: 
• Multiple sites/functionalities/services. A portal introduces a unique entrance to these multi­
ple resources, in such a way provides convenient for users that are interested in certain group
of functionalities provided by multiple sites.
• Single entrance/Single Sign-On. By signing on only once to the portal, users don't need to
provide credentials each time when accessing resources from other administrative domains.
A user typically delegate the credentials to the portal application, which will be authenticat­
ing the user automatically when necessary.
• Consistent look and feel . Providing a user friendly interface and .consistent look and feel can
increase users' experience.
• Personalization. This is helpful when the target users of the portal may have various require­
ments and preferences.
Obviously these characteristics define the merits why we are using portal. 
Grid portal shares the same features as typical portals. It provides a uniform environment for 
Grid users to interact with Grid services. Some basic functionalities include authentication, sub­
mitting jobs and monitoring jobs execution status. Other functionalities supported could be client 
side workflow composition, Grid information services, and collaborative environment. Specially 
13 
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we need to pay more attention on user authentication and authorization since Grid is typically a 
system that across administrative domains. 
2.3.1 Web Portal Standards and Technologies 
In this section we discuss the traditional web portal standards and technologies, to be specific, 
JSR168 and WSRP. 
In the very early web era, a web portal was usually constructed by grouping the links to different 
sites into one portal page. With the increasing adoption of Java in multi tier web application 
development, A Java Portlet Definition Standard (JSR168) [13] was formulated. The standard 
follows the scheme of Java servlet, but introducing portal specific standard features. 




which has relationships depicted through a portal structure example as in Figure 4. 
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2.3 Web Portal & Grid Portal
Portlet mode could be one of 
• View/Edit/Help
• Custom
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED RESEARCH 
Portlet request handling defines types to deal with different request 
• processAction
• render
Portlet request could be respectively 
• ActionRequest
• RenderRequest
And so does the Portlet Response 
• ActionResponse
• RenderResponse
It works as following. According to its own mode, user request from a web page could be 
some action request, which may change state in server side, or simply a render request, which 
is just requesting to present the current state. Server responds by generating HTML fragment 
and assembling it into the whole page and then sending back to client side. Each portlet has its 
separated area in client side, and all the portlets are resides inside portlet container that controls 
the behavior of the portlets. 
Another existing standard is Web Services for Remote Portlets [14] verl (WSRP v l), which 
defines set of web services interfaces to interact with remote portlets. This standard, if being 
followed, usually works together with JSR168. 
15 
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JSR168 has a reference implementation called Apache Pluto [15], which could be used as a 
portlet container. Developers could develop JSR168 compatible portlets and deploy them into 
Pluto. Similarly WSRP also has a reference implementation Apache WSRP4J [16] 
Other popular portal frameworks include uPortal [17], OpenPortal [18], etc. 
The above mentioned are mostly based on relatively old web standard and technologies. Some 
emerging standards include JSR286, which is version 2.0 of the Java portlet specification, and 
WSRP ver2, would obsolete the current JSR168 and WSRP v l .  They claims to support Web2.0 
features like Ajax, REST. JSR286 would deal with inter-portlet interaction, which would be bene­
ficial for flexible data aggregation and presentation which are merits of Web2.0 based portals. 
2.3.2 Web2.0 technologies and implication to portal development 
The Figure 5 and Figure 6 shows examples of portal that based on Web2.0 technologies. 
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Figure 6: Netvibe Ajax Portal 
leverages merits from web2.0 technologies and design approaches and thus has advantages like 
more flexibility to aggregate and present info, increasing user experience by providing more user 
friendly interface and decrease user waiting time by using Ajax model. 
Web2.0 is still a very buzz word in its meaning, even after several years when it was coined. 
Basically it's a set of technologies and design patterns followed by developers, which includes but 
not limited to 
AJAX Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (Ajax) Representational State Transfer (REST) [19) 
Atom [20) and RSS [21 J Mash up 
Ajax itself is also a set of design patterns, which usually includes feature like XML [22) as data 
interchange medium. Asynchronous communication with server side. XHTML [23), CSS [24), 
and JavaScript [25) to manipulate and render DOM components. 
By following Ajax in development, it decreases user waiting time and increase user experience, 
which makes web applications more like desktop applications. Figure 7 depicts the merits of this 
17 
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model by comparing it with the conventional web interactions. 
Web �r ..  - - - -1-····· '(· m : : ___ ::::·-··-:=-. ·1 J t 
Web 
Server 
Figure 7: Ajax Model 
For the old model, as shown in left side, server hosts static pages mostly, and each time user 
initiate a request from client, the page will halt and the user need to wait the requested content come 
back from server side. While in the Ajax model, server hosts mostly JavaScript code, CSS files and 
other resources. During user interaction, the JavaScript code, through Ajax engine in web browser, 
would interact with the server side to get back the necessary data to present, typically in XML 
format. By adding another layer, JavaScript code could retrieve data while not blocking current 
user's activities, and the result retrieved would be reflected in client side by callback function in 
JavaScript. It also has feature like secretly prefetch data that most likely would be used in the next 
steps. Thus when user performs a new request later, the result could be displayed instantly. A good 
example for this is Google Maps. When you focus on some place and display a certain area in 
window, the data of adjacent areas are prefetched during this time. So when the user pans the map 
zones, typically it has a very fast response time. 
REST The term REST comes from Roy Fieldings doctoral dissertation [19] in 2000. It defines 
resource as functionality with state. A web service is called RESTful when it follows REST de­
sign approach. RESTful service has advantages of simplicity and requiring less processing and 
thus lower overhead, comparing with SOAP [26] based web services. Each resource is unique 
addressable through URI. It simply uses HTIP verb GET, PUT, etc. to operate on the resources 
18 
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defined. It eliminates the use of additional message layer such as XML. Since state is implicitly 
contained in resources, session maintaining using http cookies [27] could be avoided. However a 
drawback of RESTful service is that it lacks a full set of standard to augment the web services such 
as WS-Security [28] in SOAP based web services. 
RSS and Atom A server publish feed, while client subscribe and read them. It is a publish 
subscribe model, but provides flexible aggregation and presentation mechanisms by applying a 
standard format for the feeds. 
Mashup Mashup is an approach that mingling and combining data from multiple sources, and 
presenting them in a new perspective. A typical example is online gas station locator while com­
bining address data of gas stations from a certain area and map info from such as Google. By 
combining data from the two sources, it presents them in a new form. Mashup typically provides 
more meaningful and more useful information by combining and sometimes derives new informa­
tion through that. 
Web2.0 technologies implication on portal development As a comparison, we list the charac­
teristics of the prevailing JSR 168 approach and web2.0 approach for portal. JSR 168 Portal 
• Generate markup segments for each portlet and assembly them into a full page.
• Info aggregated at server side.
• Portlets displayed side-by-side.
• Old technologies and about to be outdated.
Web 2.0 Portal 
• Combine raw data from different site/web services.
19 
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• Content aggregation can happen in server side or client side.
• Could combine data from different source and present in a totally new way.
• Web 2.0 technologies used to provide better user experience.
Through the comparison it is obvious that web2.0 is good to apply to portal development. 
2.3.3 Grid portal - a survey and comparison 
Grid portal development has been going on for quite some time. The first usable library to support 
the development of Grid portals was the Java CoG Kit [29]. Based on the premise of the Java write­
once-run-everywhere concept the Java CoG Kit was designed explicitly to be a 100% Java-based 
library. Originally, Applets were developed that were soon enhanced by JSRl 68 [30] compatible 
portlets. These portlets were then integrated and enhanced as part of the Open Grid Computing 
Environments (OGCE) Project [31] and by Gridsphere [32]. Together these three projects (CoG 
Kit, OGCE, and Gridsphere) build a major foundation for the TeraGrid portal [33], which is one of 
the premier NSF sponsored resource in the U.S. to obtain access to Grid resources. TeraGrid uses 
the Globus Toolkit [5] to manage its Grid resources. 
Gridsphere portal framework 
• 100% JSR168 compliant
• Easy to develop and integrate new porlets
• Easy to create customized portal layouts
• Built-in support for Role Based Access Control
• Data persistence using Hibernate
• Localization
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• Open source
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The Open Grid Computing Environments Portal and Gateway Toolkit (OGCE Portal) 
• JSR 168 compatible portlets
• Grid credential management
• Secure remote file management and code execution
• Views of Grid Information service (GPIR)
• Workflow composers (XBaya)
• Open source
Teragrid user portal 
• Provides Teragrid related information.
• GSI-SSH terminal to login resources through inside a web page.
• Uses GridSphere for some functionalities like file management.
Other portals also exist , like Genius, Legion, Pegasus, etc. 
However, the current generation of Web based technologies have integrated JavaScript as one 
of the major offerings. Unfortunately, to date no JavaScript framework exists that lets us access 
the Grid easily. This is the main motivation of the work conducted through this thesis. 
2.3.4 Approaches to access Grid 
In this section we will summaries the approaches to access Grid. 
First we have tools provided by Grid infrastructure. Some of them provides specific tools like 
job queue management, while others provides a full infrastructure to construct and manage a Grid. 
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This approach is most likely platform dependent, and requires a lot time to setup and configure the 
system. Some examples of this category are: 
• Condor [34], PBS, LSF, SGE
• Globus [5], UNICORE [35], EGEE, Legion
Middleware/Upperware is built upon the Grid infrastructure, wrapping the functionalities and 
provides an abstraction layer for user. This approach provides ability to across platform and even 
across different Grid infrastructrre. It also requires less work to setup and configure. Some typical 
examples are: 
• CoG Kit [36]. On top of Globus, while some components are used by Globus, it provides
command line tools and Java library to access Grid. The built-in Karajan workflow engine
enables easy workflow composition and execution.
• Gridway [37]. A cross infrastructure meta scheduling framework, hiding complexity of the
underlying Grids.
Grid Portal is yet a higher level abstraction, which requires a little, if any, installation and 
configuration. Now users could access Grid by simply using a web browser. Some Grid portal 
examples are: 
• Teragrid portal [38]. Teragrid users' portal. Information service regarding the Teragrid is
provided. It also has file operation functionality over the resources that the user have access
to. A GSI-SSH terminal is used to login the resources through inside the web page.
• Gridsphere [39], OGCE portal [31]. Two similar projects, both JSR 168 compliant frame­
works, provide most of functionalities to access Grid.
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From the evolving of the approaches we could summaries the road to access Grid as a process 
of abstraction in which for each transition a newer toolkit reuses the exist toolkit and builds upon 
them while providing more friendly user interface and easy-to-use application interface. 
Globus Toolkit provides infrastructure and command line tools to access Grid. Java CoG Kit, 
while provides command line tools for the similar functionalities, extends the functionalities to 
support more feature such as GUI based workflow composition. Gridsphere and OGCE, on another 
hand, introduces JSR-168 based portal framework and portlets, from which users can access Grid 
from a web portal. Teragrid also provides a web portal for Grid users, from where users could 
manage their accounts, monitor resources, and access to Grid through a GSI-SSH terminal. 
While providing the same or similar functionalities, if not more, a newer generation of toolkit 
or framework requires less time to install and configure. Web portal based technologies free users 
from the burden by requiring only a little to setup from a client. 
The proposed Web 2.0 technologies based JavaScript abstraction framework and portal use 
newer technologies and follow newer design philosophy and patterns like SOA and AJAX based 
interaction between web client and server. It hides the complexity to interact with Grid and cy­
berinfrastructure on the backend service tiers, and requires zero installation in client side. This 
essentially becomes a Software as a Service(SaaS) solution. 
3 Design 
In order to design the framework and a JavaScript library for the Grid the following requirements 
are identified as essential features: 
• Low installation footprint is necessary to support fast downloads as well as an easy setup
and maintenance through a small manageable code base.




• Security is needed to gain access to Grid resources in order to avoid compromising the sys­
tem. This is especially important for web applications.
• Basic Grid functionality must be provided in order for developers to create Grid-based client
applications.
• Advanced functionality is needed as many developers do not want to replicate functionality
provided by other Grid middleware and upperware. This includes more sophisticated job
management functionality, workflow queues, and the availability of elementary graphical
user interfaces (GUI).
To fulfill these requirements, the framework is methodologically designed as a layered multi­
tier architecture. The architecture is comprised of several components. The most important com­
ponents of the architecture are depicted in Figure 8 and more detailed info will be explained next. 
The architecture contains a Web client providing access to basic and advanced Grid functionalities, 
as well as the service stack to support the functionalities. To keep the footprint of the library small 
most of the functionalities in regards to the Grid are executed on a secure server. As this server 
mediates the tasks to the Grid, we refer to it as the mediator service. 
First, the Web client provides a high-level application programming interface (API) to the 
Grid, a Grid workflow system, and components to access simple Grid functionality through graph­
ical user interfaces. While using the API the developers can build portals specifically targeted for 
Grids and integrate customized JavaScript-based GUis. Furthermore, the framework provides im­
portant functionalities such as authentication, file transfer, job and workflow management. These 
components will be deployed into an application server such as Apache Tomcat. They will be 
downloaded and run from within a web browser at runtime. 
Then comes to the service stack behind the scene. All interactions to the backend Grid or 
cyberinfrastructure are conducted through the backend mediator service. The mediator service 
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as the Java CoG Kit, Globus toolkit, or even SSH. Meanwhile it exposes the Grid services via 
standard Web services. It allows the use of a personal queue management mechanism that keeps 
track of all jobs and workflows submitted to the Grid in a more convenient form than the current 
generation of Grid middleware, such as the Globus Toolkit. The mediator service contains several 
essential functional modules such as user account management, authentication, job and workflow 
management, collaboration queues, and a persistence module allowing users to keep track of their 
jobs and tasks on the Grid. 
An intermediate component exists called agent service that handles all communications be­
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provider to the web client and as a service consumer of the mediator service. The agent service 
forwards the action requests to the mediator service, which ultimately sends requests to the Grid 
services. The results come back from the Grid through the mediator to the agent, which in tum for­
wards the information back to the client. We have to host the JavaScript files, CSS files and other 
resources in some web container, and according to the same-origin policy for JavaScript [40], we 
need to put the web service that the JavaScript calls in the same web container. By separating the 
real application logic and putting it into the mediator service, it is possible to host the services on 
different machines, which would increase security and scalability. 
3.1 Service Stack 
As described before, the server side contains two logical layers, the Web services interface also 
referred to as user Agent service and the Mediator service that builds the bridge between the Grid 
and our client library. This design separates the real application logics that interact with Grid and 
the services which should be hosted together with the client in some web container like Apache 
Tomcat. This increases the system security and scalability. 
3.1.1 Mediator service 
The mediator service is where the application logic code resides. It contains several modules to 
deal with different functionalities and offers a persistent view of interactions with regular Web ser­
vices, Grid services, or authentication. While the agent service just forwards all requests from the 
user to the mediator service, the mediator service supports multi-user concurrency by maintaining 
session and state for each user. A persistent database is used to maintain state about workflows 
and collaboratively managed queues. It is important to recognize that our notion of compute tasks 
exceeds that of the basic Globus functionality. It also allows one to integrate services into the tasks 
managed by a user that are not typically executed by Globus. Thus a query to Web services offered 
by another organization like Google can be readily abstracted a task with its own status. Hence, 
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our task model includes not just tasks that are executed on Globus enabled Web services. 
3.1.2 Agent service 
The agent service functions as an intermediate service between the Web client and the mediator 
service. It hides much of the complexity of the Grid and allows for the deployment and integration 
of resources where the installation of Grid middleware is not possible. Hence, it works as a proxy 
for users to interact with the mediator service, and through it to Grid services. It can perform proxy 
credential delegation for users to authenticate to the Grid and to provide single sign on. The agent 
uses web services to provide functionality calls and communication with web client. Thus, the 
agent service itself is a service provider for the client but also a service consumer of the mediator 
service. 
3.2 Collaborative Queue 
Besides the typical Grid functionalities such as authentication, job management and file transfer, 
the design includes features that enable users to share and manage workflows among a group of 
users collaboratively. As such a shared workflow and a shared queue that can contain multiple 
workflows to be executed are defined. Through the concept of sharing user-based access control 
supported by ownership and group based access control supported by membership in a participant 
list are provided. 
To fulfill this functionality, we have defined the objects representing a shared queue and a 
shared workflow: 
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• Queue!D is a unique ID for the queue.
• owner for the queue is the one who created the queue. Only the owner can grant other users
access to the queue. Ownership can be transitioned.
• participants contains a list of participants that are allowed to modify the queue.
• objects represent workflows managed by this queue.
• workfiow!D is a unique id for the shared workflow.
• lastmodbyuser is the last user who modified this queue.
• lastmoddate is the last time when it is modified by a user.
• write Token is a lock to guarantee atomic write operation of the workflow object.
• type is the object's type. It could be system executable script or Karajan workflow, a Globus
job, a file transfer, to name only a view.
• WFObj is the workflow description wrapped in this workflow object.
It is obvious from the definition of the attributes to that it will be possible to provide a shared 
workflow. As pointed out before, it is important for the activities typically conducted within an 
ad-hoc virtual organization to coordinate computational experiments as part of group activities. To 
support the notation of Workflows we have introduced a number of supporting APis that makes 
the development of workflow related tasks easy for clients and services. 
3.3 Web Client 
The Web client is where Grid developers develop Grid web applications or science gateways based 
on the Cyberaide JavaScript APL The API provides the elementary functionalities to access the 
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Grid, while users could utilize other JavaScript libraries or integrate their own to build Web 2.0 
Rich Internet Application (RIA) for Grid. 
As an example and proof of the toolkit's usability, a simple portal user interface is included. 
The portal fulfi1ls the tasks by using the JavaScript API allowing access to a number of essential 
Grid services. These services provide the following functionalities to the user: 
1. Creation of jobs and workflows on the client side;
2. Job and workflow composition and submission for execution.
3. Information queries and monitoring of the status of jobs and workflows.
It is important to note that at this time Globus GRAM does not support managing jobs by 
multiple users. We are able to provide this functionality because all user jobs are managed through 
the mediator service that allows jobs to be executed through a service in behalf of a coordinating 
user. 
One of the most important feature for many users will be the definition of APis in JavaScript 
dealing with job files, and security management. Based on the lessons learned from the Java CoG 
Kit, we designed APis in JavaScript that address the we11-established functionalities needed by 
many users [41 ]. This includes tasks that manifest themselves as authentication, file transfers, 
jobs, status queries, workflows [ 42]. The essential of the API is illustrated and explained as in 
Table 1 .  
Please note that although JavaScript is not a strong typed language and does not provide a gen­
eral mechanism for defining a class or object-type definition [25], it is a well-established practice 
to define custom objects in JavaScript that behave, in many ways like classes in Java. It achieves 
these through the prototype mechanism, and provides most of what Object Oriented language could 
achieve. Hence we use the term JavaScript classes throughout the table and rest of the text. 
We have divided the application programming interface(API) into multiple categories. These 
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Table 1: Application Programming Interface 
Class org.cyberaide.js.jsExecutable - functions related to Job and Workflow Abstraction 
Object with a number of attributes that abstracts the con-
cept of execution of jobs. 
Class org.cyberaide.js.jsAuthenticator - functions related to Security 
0 authenticate (callback) Authenticate through the attributes by using the provider 
defined in the jsAuthenticator object. 
Class org.cyberaide.js.jsUtil - functions related to User Job Management 
0 authenticateUsAuthenticator, callback) The jsAuthenticator's authenticate() function will be 
called. For example, if we use in the attribute provider 
as part of the jsAuthenticator class attributes the value 
MYPROXY, then a myproxy authentication will be car-
ried out. 
0 submitUsExecutable, callback) Submit an Executable to server for asynchronous execu-
tion. 
0 transfer(source, destination, callback) transfer data from source to the destination each of which 
are defined as URI. A transfer itself is packaged as a sub-
mit function and is treated the same way as other executa-
bles are. 
0 list(callback) List all the jsExecutables submitted to the server. 
0 queryStatus(executablesids, callback) Get state of the set of executables specified by their ids. 
0 queryOutput(executableids, callback) Get list of all the output files the set of executables speci-
fled by their ids. 
0 getOutput(executableids, resultFile, callback) Get back the content of one output file of the specified 
executable ids. 
Class org.cyberaide.js.jsWorkflow - functions related to Client Side Workflow Management 
0 addJob (name, jsExecutable) A new job with a given name is added to this workflow. 
0 deleteJob (name) The job with the name specified by parameter job name is 
deleted. As a result, all related dependency is deleted as 
well . 
0 listJobs() List all jobs in a work flow. 
0 addDependency (parent, child) Add dependency between a job patent and the child. 
0 removeDependency(parent, child) Remove dependency between a job parent and child. 
Class org.cyberaide.js.jsQueue - Server Side Shared Queue Management 
0 listQueues(callback) List all the queues that the user are participating. 
0 grantAccess(queueID, userlist, callback) The owner of a queue can give some other users access 
privilege to the queue. 
0 add(queuename, jsWorkflow, callback) adds a workflow to the queue to be executed. 
0 remove(queueID, workflowID, callback) The owner of a work flow can remove it. 
0 list(queueID, callback) list all workflows' metadata shared in the queue. 
0 listParticipants(queueID, callback) List all the participants of the queue. 
0 listByName(queueID, username, callback) List the work flows ' metadata owned by a user from one 
queue. 
0 listByType(queueID, provider, callback) List all the workflows' metadata with the specified type, 
say, Karajan workflow, from the specified queue. 
0 getStatus(queueID, worknowID, callback) Query the specified workflow's status. It could be locked 
since being edited by a user. 
0 browseWorkflow(queueID, workflowID, callback) Download the workflow to client side to browse. 
0 obtainWriteToken(queueID, workflowID, callback) The user try to obtain the write token. 
0 editWorkflow(queueID, workflowID, callback) The user wil l try to obtain the write token and then to 
download the workflow to edit. 
0 updateWorkflow(queueID, workflowID, WFObj, callback) Update the modified workflow when complete editing. 
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include JavaScript objects dealing with jobs, workflows, and authentication. In addition we provide 
functions that are used as part of workflow management, job management, and queue management. 
The org.cyberaide.js.jsExecutable class is used to define an object that will be executed in 
the Grid, which could be a single job or a number of jobs that are part of a larger workflow. In 
summary, the class has two important fields: a provider and attributes. A provider could have 
the values system, cog-karajan or any other value referring to a workflow engine assuming that 
support for the workflow type exists within the gridshell. Attributes describe properties of a task 
to be executed. 
The org.cyberaide.js.jsAuthenticator class is used to wrap an object that handle the authenti­
cation in the JavaScript. It has a provider and attributes fields and uses an authenticate() function 
to initiate the authentication with the server. The provider represents the authentication method 
to be used. Currently the MyProxy authentication is supportted. The attributes contain the nec­
essary information to authenticate the user while using the method provided in the Provider field. 
For MyProxy authentication, the attributes should contain the MyProxy server's hostname, port, 
usemame and corresponding passphrase to retrieve the proxy credential. 
The org.cyberaide.js.jsUtil class uses the other defined classes to perform the interactions with 
the Grid services, through the agent service and Mediator service. The callback functions has a sin­
gle parameter jsonRet, which contains a JSON [ 43, 44] formatted object containing the response. 
To avoid security issues this response is wrapped into a single object as discussed in [45-47]. 
The org.cyberaide.js.jsWorkflow class represents a CoG Karajan workflow. A CoG Karajan 
workflow can contain multiple jobs, and it supports hierarchical workflow, which means a work­
flow could be a job in another workflow. A user can manage jobs with dependencies between them 
as part of a single workflow. 
The org.cyberaide.js.jsQueue class is used to define objects that deal with the interactions be­
tween the web client and the server side's collaborative queue management functionality. Users 
are able to store workflows composed on client side to the server side shared queue zone through 
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a jsQueue object. These workflows can also be managed and shared between users. Callback 
functions and the returned JSON objects share the same arguments as that in the jsUtil. 
3.4 Security Considerations 
Naturally, security is of utmost importance in the development of any portal framework to the Grid. 
It is important to identify possible security issues that may arise in a JavaScript-based solution. 
Since HTTP is stateless, we need to maintain some method to record users' states. Typically 
this is done by using HTTP cookies [27] which may include user and/or session related informa­
tion. However, due to the well-known Cross-site Scripting(XSS) [48, 49] and Cross-site Request 
Forge (CSRF/XSRF) [50] vulnerabilities, we avoid the use of cookies to minimize the potential 
risk of these attacks. Instead we use a security token that is assigned to an authenticated user in 
order to prove users' identity during the session. 
Security tokens maintain session information in similar way to cookies. Since we maintain the 
token only inside a JavaScript object during a session, it is immune to cookie related attacks, which 
typically access the cookie using document.cookie [51, 52]. 
The security architecture is supported by the following features. 
• HTTP over SSL/TLS (HTTPS) [53] is used between the web client and web server to gain
transport layer security.
• WS-Security standard [28] is used to secure the Web service traffic between the web server
and the underlying Mediator service.
• Grid Security Infrastructure (OSI) [54] is used between the mediator service and the Grid.
To better understand some of the security aspects we walk through the following scenario 
where a user authenticates using My Proxy and performs tasks such as job submission, status query 
and result retrieval. In Figure 10 flows are corresponding to (A) user authentication request, (B) 
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Figure 10: Security view of a typical use scenario 
authentication response, ( C) Grid related actions request and ( D ) Grid responses. A flow consists 
of multiple steps that are indicated by the inclusion of a number for the step. 
1. An authentication request is shown by flow (A ). A user tries to login to the system by 
providing the usemame/password (U/P) in the web client as in step (A1 ) . HTIPS guarantees 
that the traffic is secured between the browser and the agent service. The agent service then 
forwards the user credential to the user authentication module in the application logic layer 
(A2). The authentication module could be used together with a user account management 
module or an external federated identity system such as MyProxy as in step (A3 ) . 
2. An authentication Response of the authentication request from server is conducted as part of 
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Flow (B). If the user provided a valid credential, then a security token (T) is returned to the 
agent service from the mediator service, as in step (B2 ). The security token finally returns 
to the web client, which is depicted by step (B3 ). The token is generated randomly each 
time. The authenticated username and corresponding security token are maintained in a map 
so the token could be used later to prove the user's identity and also function as a session 
ID. This mechanism is similar with what is used in HTTP cookies. Implementing a cookie 
solution is avoided to eliminate the cookie related security vulnerabilities. 
3. Grid related actions such as the submission of jobs, status queries, or retrieval of results are
represented by flow ( C). The client JavaScript API will append the security token to the
user's request to the agent service as shown in step ( Ci) to prove the user's identity during
the current session. Next the agent service could forward the task appended with the token
to the mediator service, as shown in step ( C2 ). Then the token is checked for validity in the
mediator service. If it is valid, the mediator service will invoke Grid services as desired as
shown in step ( C3). When the user logs out of the system or the session duration is expired,
the security token will be invalided and recycled by the Mediator service and no further
actions will be carried on to the underlying Grid services.
4. Grid responses that occure during task submission are shown in flow (D). The responses
of the Grid related action requests are forwarded all the way back up to the client, which is
shown in steps (D1 )through(D3 ). 
4 Implementation 
The system is based on object-oriented model and Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) [4]. Enti­
ties in the system are all objects, while the SOA is used for the interaction between the distributed 
objects. The benefit of this approach is that it enables a loose coupling between distributed objects. 
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Thus, our concern is how to manage contracts between services and not the actual implementation 
details of the objects that may be implemented in different languages and frameworks. As long 
as we keep the contract between entities, changes on implementation of one part would not affect 
other parts of the system. 
Java is used to develop server side application logics and Web services. After comparing the 
Apache CXF framework is chosen to facilitate the service stack development. CXF supports JAX­
WS quite well, so we could use standard Java SE 6 web service technologies to write code, while 
using the tools from the CXF framework to assist the development and the deployment of the Web 
services. 
Apache Maven [55] is used to manage the project code base. This is quite useful for such a 
project that has complicated Jar dependencies and building process. 
4.1 Mediator service 
In the implementation of the mediator that interacts with the Grid, we use the Java CoG Kit API 
and command line tools. Thus, through the Java CoG Kit we can enable proxy credential retrieval 
and delegation. In more detail, the Java CoG Kit JGlobus module provides functionalities to handle 
the interaction with My Proxy [56]. As long as a user stored his/her credential on a MyProxy server, 
the user can retrieve the credential by providing the username and user phrase at time when the 
proxy credential is generated. Thus the user delegates the application server to communicate with 
the underlying Grid infrastructure during the user session without the need to authenticate each 
time a job is submitted or a status query is issued. 
To expose this service to the client, it is implemented and deployed as web service. WS­
Security is used to secure the service traffic, either by Username-Token mechanism or PKI mech­
anism. Apache CXF framework [57] is used to develop and secure the mediator service due to 
its simplicity. For the Username-Token approach, we need some method to maintain valid user 
accounts. The user account info could be maintained in several states, either through a file or a 
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persistent database. A Java interface is defined to achieve this. Implementing this interface with 




package org. cyberaide. account; 
I** 
* Define user account management interface for WS-Security 's UsernameToken
* solution
*/ 
public interface IUserAccount{ 
I** 
* add a user
* 
* @return true for successful operation and false otherwise 
*/ 
public boolean addUser(String username, String password); 
I** 
* delete a user
* 
* @return true for succseeful operation and false otherwise 
*/ 
public boolean delUser(String username); 
/* * 
* change password for a user 
* 
* @return true for successful operation and false otherwise 
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*/ 
public boolean changePasswd(String username, String newPasswd); 
} 
I** 
* r e set user's password 
* 
* @return a string repr e sents the new password 
*/ 
public String r esetPasswd(String username); 
I** 
* check user credential's validility
* 
* @return true for valid cr edential and fal se otherwise 
*/ 
public boolean isValid(String username, String passwd); 
I** 
* get a user's current password 
*/ 
public String getPassword(String username); 
Tools and APis from the Java CoG Kit and the Globus toolkit are used to establish the inter­
action with Grid services. Furthermore, the Java CoG Kit Karajan workflow framework is used to 
support workflow composition. 
WSDL document is the standard way to define and describe a Web service. A Web service 
version of the Hello World example could be described as this: 
<?xml version ="l.O" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<w sdl: definition s  name="HelloWorld" 
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targetNamespace=" http : / /www. example. org / Hello World /" 
xmlns: wsdl =" http : // schemas. xmlsoap. org / wsdl /" 
xmlns: tn s =" http : / /www. example. org / He! lo World /" 
xmlns: xsd=" http : // www. w3. org /2001/XMLSchema" 
xmlns: soap=" http : / / schemas. xmlsoap. org / wsdl / soap/" > 
<wsdl: types/> 
<wsdl: message name=" sayHelloRequest"> 
4 IMPLEMENTATION 
<wsdl: part name=" sayHelloRequest" type=" xsd: string"></wsdl: part> 
</wsdl: message> 
<wsdl: message name=" sayHelloResponse"> 
<wsdl: part name=" sayHelloResponse" type=" xsd: string"></wsdl: part> 
</wsdl: message> 
<wsdl: portType name="IHelloWorld"> 
<wsdl: ope ration name=" sayHello"> 
<wsdl: input message=" tns: sayHelloRequest"></wsdl: input> 
<wsdl: output message=" tns: sayHelloResponse"><lwsdl: output> 
</wsdl: operation> 
</wsdl: portType> 
<wsdl: binding name=" HelloWorld" type=" tns: IHelloWorld"> 
<soap: binding style=" rpc" 
transport=" http:/ / schemas. xmlsoap. org / soap/ http" I> 
<wsdl: operation name=" sayHello"> 
<soap: ope ration 
soapAction =" http : / /www. example. org / Hel loWorld / sayHel Io" /> 
<wsdl: input> 
<soap:body use=" l ite r al "  
names pace=" http : / /www. example. org / Hello World /" I> 
</wsdl: input> 
<wsdl: output> 
<soap:body use=" lite r al "  
names pace=" http : / /www. example. org / Hello World /" I> 
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<wsdl: service name="HelloWorldService"> 
4 IMPLEMENTATION 
<wsdl: port name="HelloWorldPort" binding=" tns: Hello World"> 




However it is not a practical way to define a Web service starting from writing the WSDL 
document. Instead, we could define a Java interface file with appropriate annotations. 
/* 
* IMediator.java
* @version: $Id vl .0$
*/ 
package org. cyberaide. ws. mediator; 
import javax .jws. WebService; 
import javax.jws.WebMethod; 
import org. cyberaide. execution .*; 
I** 
* The server side mediator to f u lf ill  the main application logic
* and expose them as web services
*/ 
@WebService 
pu blic interface !Mediator 
{ 
/* * 
* list files of the specified directory 
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} 
* 
* @param user the au then ti c ate d user 
* @param dir the rel a tive dir, from the user's homeuser's home 
* 
* @return seri alized filelist 
*I
@WebMethod( action = " listDir") 
pu blic String listDir(String user, String dir); 
I** 
* retrieve a proxy credenti al from a myproxy server
* 
* @param host myproxy server host 
* @param port myproxy server's port
* @param user username
* @param p assword p ass phrase to login to the myproxy server
* @param lifetime the lifetime of the proxy credenti al (in seconds) 
* 
* @return true if retrieve successfully, f alse otherwise 
*I
@WebMethod ( action = " retrieve Certific a te ") 
pu blic boolean retrieveCertific a te(String host, int port, String user, 
String password, int lifetime); 
...... I I other methods omitted here due to page limit. 
Popular JAX-WS frameworks such as the Apache CXF framework we used could generate 
WSDL document to describe the web service defined through a Java interface file. In this way 
we are still following the Contract First approach but defer the implementation of the application 
logics to later stage. A more important benefit is that, this way by changing the implementation 
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class file would not affect the contract we have agreed between the Web service provider and 
consumer. 
4.2 Agent Service 
We have implemented the agent service with the help of standard Web service technologies. Hence, 
SOAP [26] messages are used for communicating between the agent service and web client. The 
connection is secured through HTTP over SSLffLS. 
Presently, as we have done for the Mediator service, we use Java to develop and deploy the 
Web services, and we also use JAX-WS [58] annotations from Java SE 6 to specify the service. 
The packaged web application archive is deployed in a web container such as Apache Tomcat 
[59]. 
To interact with the mediator service, the client stubs of the mediator service are generated by 
tools such as wsimport. The build process is controlled by Apache Maven as mentioned above to 
allow for easy deployment and upgradability. All Web page resources including static web pages, 
CSS files, the JavaScript CoG library, Portal JavaScript files, and necessary external JavaScript 
libraries and images are hosted within the same Tomcat server under the same HTTPS host name 
and port. 
Secure traffic between agent service and web client is obtained through HTTPS connection, 
while WS-Security is used to secure the traffic with mediator service. 
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4 IMPLEMENTATION 
The API is implemented as a JavaScript file hosted together with the Agent service in a Apache 
Tomcat web container since the the JavaScript toolkit need to communicate with the Agent service. 
This is the requirement from JavaScript's same-origin policy, which defines that a JavaScript file 
from within a web browser could only talk to its origin defined by a host name and port number. 
SOAP is the message format used by the JAX-WS web services. While we use SOAP as mes­
sage format between web client and agent service, the output of the JavaScript APis is transformed 
into JSON [ 43, 44] format. Since in AJAX style programming the return values are handled as part 
of callback functions that can be customized by the developers, this allows us to easily integrate 
data into the JavaScript client program. 
For example, when the client gets some response from the Agent service side that looks like: 
<soap: Envelope xmlns: soap=" http :// schemas. xmlsoap. org I soap/ envelope/"> 
<soap: Body> 
< ns2: listExecldsResponse 
xmlns: ns2=" http : // agent. ws. cyberaide. org /" 
xmlns: ns3=" http :// mediator .ws. cyberaide. orgl"> 






The toolkit will parse the XML formatted message and retrieve the return value, and then code 
the value in JSON format like this: 
{ wfids: [208 513 7299, 229231686, 54913425, 54913426]} 
So the API users could use the convenient JSON data directly in their callback functions to do 
whatever processing they want. 
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The goal is achieved through some mechanism within the toolkit that looks like this: 
function listMyWfResponselnner(r, soapResponse){ 
} 
var ret 
t ry { 
ret = soapResponse. getElementsByTagNameNS ("*"," return ") [OJ 
. childNodes [OJ. nodeValue; 
} catch (e) { 
listMyWfResponse (nu 11); 
return 
} 
var mySplitResults = rel.split ("_"); 
var numlds = mySplitResults. length - l; 
var jsonRet = "{\"wfids\": ["; 
for(i = O; i < numlds - 1; i++){ 
j s o n Re t += m y S p I i t R es u I ts [ i J ; 
j son Ret += 
} 
j son Re t += my Sp I it Res u Its [ nu m Ids - 1 J + "J } " ; 
listMyWfResponse (j son Ret); 
So upon received response from the Agent service the toolkit will process the message in an 
inner response callback function and then pass the JSON formatted data as the single parameter 
to the real callback function that API users predefined before calling the APL This is the typical 
AJAX style programming when develop web applications. It works in asynchronous mode and a 
user can pass a predefined callback function as parameter to a method call. The callback function 
will be automatically called in client side when a response from server side is available. 
Some 3rd party open-source library is used with some modification to construct SOAP mes­
sages sent from client to the Agent service. For example, for the file transfer method, we may call 
this to construct the SOAP message with appropriate format and namespace: 
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var pl = new SOAPClientPara m eters (); 
pl.add(" user", user); 
pl. add(" token", m yS essionld); 
pl. add(" from", source); 
pl.add(" to", destin ation ); 
4 IMPLEMENTATION 
And use this to invoke the remote method exposed through Web service: 
try { 
SOAPClient. invoke( agentURL, " transfer", 
pl, true , transferResp onseln ner ); 
} catc h ( e) { 
II 
} 
Behind the scene, the library will construct the SOAP message, do the serialization, and then 
invoke the remote method through XMLHttpRequest object [60]. 
For example, a request constructed and sent by the toolkit from the client to the Agent service 
might look like: 
< ?xml version="I.O" encoding="utf -8"?> 
< soap : Envelope 
x m Ins : x s i =" h t t p : / / www. w3 . or g / 2 0 0 1 / XMLSchema-i n s ta n c e " 
xmlns: xsd=" http : //www. w3. org /2001/XMLSchema" 
xmlns: soap=" http : // schem as. xmlsoap. org I soap/ envelope/"> 
< soap : Body> 
< ns: l istExeclds xmlns: ns=" h ttp :// agent .ws. cyberaide. org/"> 
< user >fuwang </user> 
< token > 133221224 </token> 
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4.4 Portal As A Web Client 
Built upon the Cyberaide JavaScript APis, a simple portal UI (see Figures 11-13) is developed to 
provide generic purpose functionalities for access Grid service while communicating through the 
service stack. 
External JavaScript libraries such as jQuery library [61], DOJO toolkit [62], EXT JS library 
[63], etc. can be used to ease the development of a user friendly graphical interface with desktop 
application comparable performance so we don't need to reinvent wheels . 
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Figure 11: Simple Portal UI Screenshot 1 
User authentication is typically the first task. An external MyProxy authentication is used for 
user authentication. By providing appropriate My Proxy server settings and the right username and 
passphrase, users will be able to authenticate as shown in Figure 11.a. 
The Histrory of jobs allows us to check the history of submitted jobs/workflows as shown in 
Figure 11. b. 
Job construction and workfiow composition is supported by GUI for single job submission (see 
Figure 12.a) and for workflows (see Figure 12.b). For simple job specification users can fill out 
a form . For workflows we provide at this time a simple text window that accepts Java CoG Kit 
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Figure 13: Simple Portal UI Screenshot 3 
Karajan workflows. 
Job execution is conducted once the job or workflow is specified. While explicitly pressing the 
submit button, the web client will invoke a number of web services through our mediator. Then 
a jobld will be returned to the client side as a handler. The execution of jobs can be monitored 
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through a simple GUI as depicted in Figure 13.a. 
Status query and results retrieval allows users can to check the status of the submitted jobs and 
workflows by clicking on the job/workflow id. Once all tasks specified within a workflow have 
been completed that status of the workflow is changed to finished. The result is recorded and can 
be viewed in the GUI (see Figure 13.b). 
5 Use Cases & Performance Evaluation 
To evaluate the usability, the framework and the JavaScript API were used in several cases. We 
will look into some typical use cases in detail in this section. The performance is also evaluated 
and shown following the use cases. 
5.1 Ajax Portal for Teragrid 
Besides the proof-of-concept simple portal mentioned in previous section, another version of the 
portal is also developed as in Figure 14, which also used the JavaScript APis, to show the reusabil­
ity of the API and diversity of the portal. This portal could serve as a general purpose portal for 
Teragrid. It supports authentication, job and workflow mangement, file transfer, Teragrid infor­
mation service query, etc. And all these functionalities are integrated into a RIA with Mac OS X 
desktop style UI and multi-window environment. 
This portal work based on the entire Cyberaide JavaScript framework, and provides a RIA 
solution for the Teragrid portal. Because each Teragrid user has access to a login node, we can 
host the mediator on one of these nodes, as by default each Teragrid user will have access to such 
a node as it is part of the user account management of TeraGrid. The result is that the client has 
a zero install base and the web application will provide all the essential functionalities to access 
Grid. 
More information about this portal are shown in Appendix as a portal user manual. 
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This use case shows the framework developed and the API provided could be used to develop 
RIA style generic purpose Grid portal, or domain-specific scientific gateways. 
5.2 Opensocial Gadgets 
In recent years we saw social network services booming. Social networking websites are changing 
the way we communicate and interact. Opensocial [64] provides a set of API for web applica­
tions running in social networking service providers' websites. Applications developed using the 
opensocial API are interoperable with any social network websites that supports them. As shown 
in Figure 15, such application could be embedded in social network containers. 
Figure 15: Open Social Gadgets 
This opens opportunities that write one application, open called as gadget, that could be de­
ployed and run at most of the popular social network websites. When using both the Cyberaide 
JavaScript API and the Opensocial API, we are able to develop web applications running at social 
network websites for cyberinfrastructures. 
Figure 16 shows the architecture when the Cyberaide JavaScript framework and gadget devel­
oped using the Cyberaide JavaScript API are working in the iGoogle google gadget environment. 
On the left side of the figure is essentially a Cyberaide JavaScript framework deployment. 
However when working with google gadgets, there are some important changes. 
• The application(gadget) is defined using XML file and hosted in a web server.
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• During runtime the gadget is communicating with its backend service stack indirectly through
some proxy mechanism in the gadget server, or container.
When dealing with the gadget XML definition, we need only a little modification for a typical 
web client of the Cyberaide JavaScript framework to make it conform to the gadgets specifica­
tion. To deal with the second issue, the original underlying communication mechanism between 
web client and the Agent service need to be modified accordingly. We need to replace the XML­
HttpRequest based mechanism with the corresponding calls from the opensocial API, specifically 
the makeRequest() API call. 
To deploy and use such a gadget with iGoogle gadget container is easy, as shown in Figure 
16. First step, an iGoogle user can deploy such a gadget by specify the URL of the XML file that
defines the gadget. Then the gadget server will do the necessary processing of the XML file and 
embed it into the whole gadget page, and retrieve the necessary components back from the original 
application server. During the page render step, the server will generate the rendered gadget page 
in an iframe. When the gadget is running, the JavaScript code of the gadget could be interacting 
with the original backend service and other third party resources through the proxy provided by 
the gadget framework. 
An implementation of this architecture is shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18. The first figure 
showns two gadget, one for job management and the other for file transfer, are deployed and 
shown together with other gadgets in an iGoogle page. The second shows the file transfer gadget 
is running in Canvas mode, which means only the gadget itself is shown in larger window instead 
of crowed together with one user's all gadgets installed. 
This use case of the framework shows the reusability of the framework and how easily could 
it be integrated with other web application technoligies to augment the functionalities provided by 
each one of them otherwise could not be achieved. 
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Figure 16: Cyberaide JavaScript When Working With Google Gadget 
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Figure 17: Gadget Version of Teragrid Job Management and File Transfer 
5.3 Cyberaide Shell 
When considering together with related projects within the bigger Cyberaide picture as shown in 
the Figure 1, the framework 's architecture could be also served in other projects. One possibility 
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Figure 19: Cyberaide Shell Architecture 
The current architecture of the Cyberaide Shell project is shown in Figure 19. As could be seen 
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from the architecture, there are some limitations of the current project. 
• App logics is not exposed as Web service, instead, Shell CLI is. 
• Current Shell CLI is not capable of behaving as a script interpreter. Current Shell CLI web 
service and client show only a proof-of-concept that WS-Security is supported. 
• No multi-user and session support. 
This leads to the fact that current shell works only on a server and in single user mode. 
When comparing the two architectures of the Cyberaide Shell and Cyberaide JavaScript project 
as in Figure 20, we could see some possible approaches that could transform the current Shell 
project in a better shape. 
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Figure 20: Architecutre Comparison of Cyberaide Shell and JavaScript 
Figure 21 shows one possible transformation. During this approach, we split the original ser-
vice/application logic tier to two tiers. The lowest tier shares the same functionalities with the 
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Mediator service from the Cyberaide JavaScript project. Then the Shell project could concentrate 
to the real application logics that provide add-on features like Virtual Organization(VO) and ad-
vanced scheduling. One drawback of this approach is that unless we could get a much stronger 
Command Line Interface(CLI) parser engine that could behaves as a script interpreter, we will not 
be able to get full set of feature from the client side . 
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Figure 21: Cyberaide Shell new Architecutre 1 
Figure 22 shows another possible approach, in which all the application logics are moved to the 
Mediator service, while the CLI engine is kept at the client side. The drawback of this approach is 
that client side will have a larger installation footprint, as well as that client in each language will 
have to have their own CLI engine. The benefit is that in this way we get a unified architecture that 
could serve both the Shell and the JavaScript project, as shown in Figure 23. 
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Other Possible Use Cases Besides the above mentioned use cases, the framework could also 
be beneficial to other cyberinfrastructure related projects due to its ability to extend the backend 
services and the easy integration with Web 2.0 techniques for RIA development. For example, 
when 'plug in' the Virtual Machine support in the Mediator service, the framework could be easily 
extended to enter the 'Cloud' world. As an update and augment of the current Teragrid, Futuregrid 
[65] could also utilize the framework to support the Web based applications development and
deployment. 
5.4 Performance Evaluation 
Metrics Response time(Latency ), Throughput and Resource Utilization are usually used as per­
formance criteria for web application performance test. Considering its merits over the precedence 
systems such as the middlewares and APis, for the latter two criteria it is either not worse, or 
has no way or meaning for direct comparison. So we choose only the Response time, the most 
performance-related metric and the foremost users can experience, to test the framework, more 
specific and directly the JavaScript APL 
Methodology We know by adding another abstraction layer the latency would be inevitably in­
creased. We will measure the response time of retrieving a myproxy certificate and use the over­
head introduced through the developed framework as a representative evaluation. 
We will use n0 to indicate the response time through the official myproxy Java API, in mil­
liseconds; and use n 1 to indicate the response time through the JavaScript API and the developed 
framework while using a browser from the server directly; use n2 to represent the response time 
through the JavaScript framework whiling accessing from a browser within a different network. 
Then n1 -no will be the pure overhead introduced by the framework; and nrn 1 will be the over­
head for typical usage scenario. 
In Java code part, System.currentTimeMillis() will return the EPOC milliseconds. By instru-
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menting this before and after the myproxy API call, it will measure the n0 stated above. 
In JavaScript, a similar method to return EPOC milliseconds is (New Date()).getTime(). By 
placing this just before the request and the first place when the callback function is called we could 
then measure n 1 and n2. 
Multiple times of experiments are carried on to find the statistical meaning of the testing results. 
Testing Environment The Mediator service and Agent service are deployed into one physical 
server, irisO l .rit.edu. 
n 1 values are obtained through web browser accessing from the irisOl . 
n2 values are obtained through web browser from machines in a different network. 
The irisOl is a eight-core Mac Pro with 16G RAM installed, running OS X 10.5. It has Gigabit 
network connected to the RIT network. 
Two machines with the Time-Warner cable RoadRunner service are used for the different net­
work testing. Both are behind an NAT device. One named skwind is a netbook with 1.6G ATOM 
CPU and IG RAM running Ubuntu 9.04, with 802.l lg  wireless network connection; another 
named skdell is a desktop machine with 3.0G Pentium4 CPU and 1 G RAM running Microsoft 
Windows XP SP3, with IOOM wired Ethernet connection. 
The myproxy server in Teragrid myproxy.teragrid.org is contacted to handle the proxy certifi­
cate. 
Results & Analysis Table 2 shows the overhead percentage results. 
Table 2: Overhead As Percentage Of The Underlying API Execution Time(ms) 
ExpNo. Mean(%) Stdev(u) %80_Percentile Mean(%)_%80_Percentile Exp_Description 
3.1 0.2 3.2 irisO I client 
2 33.9 27.9 26.2 22.1 skwind client 
3 32.S 23.0 34.7 22.1 skdell client 
The key messages here are: 
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• The pure overhead from the framework and API is negligible, showing only about a consis-
tent 3%. 
• For the normal use case, accessing from different network and machine, the overhead is 
larger but still remains a reasonable range. Specifically, 80% of the testing for each group 
has overhead Jess than 26.2% and 34.7% respectively, with an average 22.1 % for those cases. 
Table 3 shows the raw data obtained for the same host test. 
Table 3· Performance Data For The Same Host Case 
n Underlying_AP I _Time(ms) JS_APLTime(ms) JS _Over head( ms) OverheadYercentage('Yo) 
I 869 894 25 2.9 
2 917 944 27 2.9 
3 845 869 24 2.8 
4 829 854 25 3.0 
5 850 875 25 2.9 
6 796 822 26 3.3 
7 868 893 25 2.9 
8 809 838 29 3.6 
9 835 861 26 3.1 
10 856 885 29 3.4 
II 828 854 26 3.1 
12 806 831 25 3.1 
13 821 847 26 3.2 
14 864 890 26 3.0 
15 919 944 25 2.7 
16 855 880 25 2.9 
17 796 823 27 3.4 
18 804 829 25 3.1 
19 865 890 25 2.9 
20 836 861 25 3.0 
21 856 882 26 3.0 
22 807 832 25 3. 1 
23 845 876 31 3.7 
24 812 837 25 3.1 
25 932 957 25 2.7 
26 893 918 25 2.8 
27 849 875 26 3.1 
28 806 834 28 3.5 
29 885 909 24 2.7 
30 878 904 26 3.0 
This shows how we get the raw data and get the overhead percentage as shown in Table 2. 
To get a better view of the results, please see Figure 24, 25, 26. 
Figure 24 shows the data distribution of the pure overhead of the JavaScript framework, with 
average value, average±O', and the 80% percentile lines shown. Only a negligible 2%rv4% over-
head introduced if considering only the framework but not the more steps introduced through web 
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Figure 24: Overhead of the JavaScript API - Same Host 
access for typical use scenario. 
Figure 25 and Figure 26 shows the data distribution of the normal use case overhead, both with 
the all data average, 80% percentile line and the average of those under 80% percentile, which 
shows that most likely(under 80% probability) a user expect about 20% overhead for the response 
time comparing the direct Java API call. This translates to about 200ms, a very acceptable number 
when trading off with merits obtained through the framework. While these numbers could be 
vary and they are dependent mostly on users' network connection condition, the results obtained 
through the testing provide for us a general picture how the framework performs. 
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This thesis work presented a JavaScript-based Grid abstraction framework. It provides a client side 
JavaScript API, through which users can build web applications that could easily access the Grid 
infrastructure by performing authentication, submission and monitoring of jobs and workflow, and 
file transfer. The commodity Web 2.0 techniques and other JavaScript libraries could be easily 
integrated with the framework to develop advanced RIAs for cyberinfrastructure. The framework 
includes a service stack in server side that fulfills the tasks to interact with the Grid fabric. The 
service stack is developed using standard Web service technologies, standards and frameworks, 
thus it is easy to extend the backend services or mashup with other external services and resources 
while has little affect to the system architecture. Based on the framework and the JavaScript API 
provided, a user friendly Teragrid portal is developed from which users could access Teragrid 
from within a browser without the need of tedious installation and configuration works otherwise 
existed. Google gadget version Grid applications are also introduced as a development example 
for Grid developers. 
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A APPENDIX I LIST OF DELIVERABLES 
A Appendix I List of' Deliverables 
Please also refer to the project website at: 
http://cyberaide.org/projects/cyberaide/cyberaide-javascript 
for the links to the deliverables. 
• Source files and resources, including Java, JavaScript, HTML, CSS, configuration files and
some image files.
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Client side source and resources(Images omitted due to space limit): 




















9 directories, 153 files 















A APPENDIX I LIST OF DELIVERABLES 
• Documentation and Cyberaide JavaScript API coding examples. These include Adminis­
trator's manual, User's manual for the Teragrid portal, and Developers manual for the Cy­
beraide JavaScript API users (All these are also included as seperate sections of the Appen­
dices. HTML version JavaDoc style documents for all the Java and JavaScript source files
are available online at the project page.
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B Appendix II Administrator's Manual 
• This document will guide you through the system setup.
• Contents are subject to change since this is a active project. Please refer to the online project
page for the latest document.
• Linux system and Mac OS X system are supported and tested.
• This project requires Java SE6 Update 4 or later.
• The project is managed using Apache Maven2. You must have maven installed to finish the
installation.
• The first time when you build the project, a large amount of dependent jar files will be
downloaded.
A One-step installation script has been provided to ease the system setup. The script will check 
all the prerequisite and download the necessary tools and components from the Internet, and then 
build and deploy the system. After the setup, you will get the service stack and the web application 
served in the machine where you did the installation. 
To start the one-step installation, simply execute the 'install.sh' script in Linux or Mac OS X 
command line and follow the instructions. 
To get more customization, for example, to deploy the Mediator Service and the Web applica­
tion server into different machines, please follow the instructions below: 
B.1 MEDIATOR SERVER INSTALATION 
B.1.1 Prerequisite
• Java CoG Kit is needed. Please visit
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http://wiki.cogkit.org/wiki/Main_Page 
for more information. CoG Kit provided GUI for setup, it should be fairly easy to do so. 
Make sure the environment variable COGJNSTALL_PATH is set after installation. 
• Please take notice on system and network configurations such as GridFf P port. Make sure
Globus and CoG Kit is running well.
B.1.2 Service build and deployment
The server is by default installed on port 8998. However, if you like to change it, you can do so in 
the Makefile. We have conveniently included a PORT variable that you can set. 
• To compile use
make mediator-build 
• To deploy the web service use
make mediator-run 
Calling make mediator-run will set up the server and the console waits till the server has 
been interrupted. You can do this with CTRL+c. 
• If you like to combine build and run in one command, you can also use
make mediator 
• To see if the server is running, simply check in your browser the following link:
http://lilyOl.rit.edu:8998/mediator?wsdl 
Please replace the host and port part with your actual settings. 
You should see the wsdl document describing the server. 
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B.2 AGENT SERVICE INSTALATION 
B.2.1 Prerequisite
• TOMCAT need to be installed. Please refer to
http://tomcat.apache.org/
for more information.
• Configure HTTPS connection for tomcat. Please see
http://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-6.0-doc/ssl-howto.html
B.2.2 Service build and deployment
• Use
make agent-porn 
to generate the appropriate porn file for the agent service 
• In order for the agent to be able to be compiled the server must be running. To compile use
make agent-build 
Then the WAR file called Agent.war would be generated under directory 
./agent/target
• Simply put the war file into your TOMCAT web application directory to complete the de­
ployment. The directory is like:
$TOMCAT_HOME/webapps/ 
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B.3 JAVASCRIPT API AND WEB PORTAL INSTALL
B.3.1 Prerequisite
• The same as in Agent service part.
• Currently tested on Firefox 3.0+.
B.3.2 Web application/portal installation
• Download Dojo toolkit 1.2.0 from
http://dojotoolkit.org/downloads
• Unzip and put the whole directory under the ./client/lib directory. Rename the directory
name to 'dojo', in case of version number is included in the name. (We don't include this
into our code repository due to the space limit).
• copy all the content of directory ./client into the directory where you want to put your portal.
For example, if you put them under
$TOMCAT_HOME/webapps/grid/ 
Then the URL of the portal page should be like: 
https://lilyOl.rit.edu:8443/grid/jsportal.htrnl 
• Now open this link to test whether the portal page is installed correctly. Then try to authen­
ticate using MyProxy. If you can logged in successfully, congratulations! You have finished
the installation of all the tiers and the system is running.
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C Appendix III Portal User's Manual 
• This manual provides guides on how to use the JavaScript Grid portal using screenshots. 
• Contents are subject to change since this is a active project. Please refer to the online project 
page for the latest document. 
C.1 Introduction 
The JavaScript Grid Portal is trying to find a way to access Grid through Web browser, while using 
Web 2.0 technologies. 
• The portal provides Mac OS X style UI as in Figure 27 
Figure 27: Portal UI in Mac OS X Style 
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• Each icon is corresponding to one functionality, from authentication, job submission, status 
monitor and result retrieve to file transfer and information services, shown in Figure 28. 
Resources 
Figure 28: Functionalities and Icons 
• When all windows are opened and cascaded, Figure 29. 
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Figure 29: Portal With Multiple Windows Opened 
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C.2 First Look: Teragrid Information Services 
• There are several functionalities that support anonymous access, i.e., user does not need to 
login. They are teragrid information services related functionalities - teragrid resources list, 
network performance monitor, and teragrid RSS new /events. Figure 30 
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Figure 30: Functionalities For Unauthenticated Users 
• You can check resources from teragrid, sort by any item, or filter any type, as in Figure 31. 
For example, show only gsi-openssh node as in Figure 32. 
• A semi realtime network performance map is presented as shown in Figure 33. 
• Teragrid RSS news/events reader is shown in Figure 34. Click topic will pop up a new 
window to display detailed information for that topic 
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ht tps:/ / grid-abe .ncsa. teragrid .erg: 844 6/wsrf /services/Defaul tlndexService 
gndftp 
ncsa.teragnd.org 



















ncsa.teragnd.org abe.ncsa.teragnd.org 4.0.7 
'Ty po flltor ... r all 
'--
ht tes:/ / '.D-abc. ncsa. teragrid.org:84 4 3/wsrf /service s/ReliablcFile T ransferService 
Figure 31: Listing Resources For All The Types 























iu. teragnd.org bigred.iu.teragrid.org 
login.bigred.,u.teragnd.org:22 
Typo filter ... ' gs I- opens sh : ,, 
all 





























Figure 33: Teragrid Network Performance Map 
.x 
Evont:a and Nows for the lut 7 days 
Pri Nov 14 2008 
W.d Nov 12 2008 
Wed Nov 12 2008 
"l'ue Nov 11 2008 
T u • Nov 11 20 08 
"l'ue Nov 11 2008 
Mon Nov 10 2008 
Mon Nov 10 20 08 
Mon Nov 10 20 08 
Sat Nov 08 2008 
Sat Nov 08 2008 
Sa t Nov 08 2008 
l l 
lS103t37 CHT-0500 
121 46iU GMT-OSOO 
10,21140 CM'T- OSOO 
17 129157 GHT-0500 
16 I 35 t l6 CMT-0500 





1914 31 l l GMT-OSOO 
ll , Ol ,JS C!ll'-0500 
(EST ) Kraiten unava.il.J..able 
(EST) flanch Unavailable 11/12 
(ES'?) Jtrake!l - PM-
(l:ST) Uaer interventi on needed with Luatre file •Y•teo. m.i.gration -l-rak.en-
(EST) Tar.acrid Uaer Portal O! fera lnleractive R.emt.e Vi•ualisati.on on Spur 
(£ST) Biqbe.n l<•intenance Schedule NovM'.bor 12 
( EST) Abe Diak teaue 
( £ST) Lu•tre Fila Syatem Change - Nov, 12 
( EST) Co-c~pule2 ia Un.available 
( EST) Jtanch Reboot II /8 
(ES'?) Loneeta.r /home Back in Produclion 11/B 
(£8'1'} Jlraken down 
Figure 34: Teragrid News/Events RSS Feeds 
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C.3 Authentication through MyProxy 
Authentication through My Proxy. Previously submitted jobs/workflows will be listed and user can 
check the result. Shown in Figure 35. 
~ Id th,47~:JO•i 
Wc.r.h:~ 
tot .. ! 00 
------- I ('2.Un i#; '°'' 4»l , ... Jt 1031 1un. UOUJH')-1 
;::.=:: ! ~:!::t: :! ,:~ ::: : ;:: !::::::::::!:·: 
-•-······ 1 ....... u .-, u ,.a. t Joe, J1'101.--... .-.r11 
":!:;;:;;: ! ~;!::!: :~' !:! ~ 1 : ,!!~: !'a!>t ._.-.i..r.cu 
rv·•··O" t •••ltua.a,..,, "J,.., U H,U • .,,,.u-•r-• l ,r,,d ••J• ••r Ut J"~ H U,51 b 
,4...,u-u-• , 'l't"~ut• " ''" td, , 2001 t:~, 
-n<n_,_ t •"•l<••la Mt ,,, J.u. H n ,n • · 
., .... , •• , •• l q,i•h•U. lut UtH t@ H JG,t o......i1. lflll .oupi.tu 
•11:"·t--•- t ..,dub, 11.t o Mo• 1l u,n -f.Udh1. 
-·• "'""" I ... ~.La, l,al JU ..... U 11,tf Ul• -~\#······· J q;U••1a Mt t:tt J"" lt 11,u ISN.4.1nur 
'-rw-r- -r- l ,p1t .. b. ht Ut .1,i,11 i n ,:,t IIUz 
-n-·l••l•• l ... .U•l• hr lllJU hlo, JI ,0111 ~H_ll'tt __ HHt.J.., 
--·•-·•·· t .., .. u . ..... i..r nut r.» , not .., .. _:.i. _.....,a;-,u.-, 
.n,.r--·r-- i q-Jah1t.. ltlt tt~1t ,.,, I Ull!t ,r.as Joe "'" n~ . ,.~o, 
...... r--r- 1 C'l•h• l11 h f nu, ••• , H10, 11n .... , .......... _11,u.;.-i 
• ...,.~· - •-- 1 t<o..-.. • u, hi ltJ)f ,,.J , u,11 ,.,.,. :;M _.... n,u.;..9 
~iv-,--,·-- .1 "'"d.e1La u, USU J..<~ • a,.h ~n~. }"'- ~ 11' Jl.~o, 
-n--r• -r•• l c-a11i.11,i1, ht n,, :>col H ll,JI 1n• .. llllll."4""_Ji•H~ .... , 
;.. --~-· t· - l _.,.,i, .. i.. l<•f llDIU 11.,. 1 ~on '""''"·'"" .. '"""' -UJlC.t., 
-~.,.., •• ,-•• 1 'f'""'"'•ill bl UUO 11.a<y 1 flJOI 9u .... ;oll......-_1-011,l0<J 
j-n,-r-~r--- l qnltoci• kd ,, J11ft H H,J I 1 





{.;, • fl • Gooeff 
Figure 35: History Job Listing For Authenticated Users 
C.4 Job Submission 
• Submit a job by filling the form as in Figure 36. 
• By submitted the job, a job id will be assigned and the job will be added to the job manage-
ment list. Figure 37. 
• By clicking the jobid user could monitor the execution status, and upon finishing the result 
could be displayed. Figure 38. 
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Hos tg- login.frost.ncar.teragrid.org 
tg- log in.bigben.psc.teragri d .org 
Standard Output tg- log in .I one star. tacc. te r agrid .org 
Provider tg-v1z- login.t.1cc.teragr id.org 
( . . , ~ tg- log in.pople.psc.terngrid .org Submit Job J r , 
~ 
logln-co.ncsa..teragrid:oig " " 
tg- ·2- login.uc.teragrid.org 
tg-log i n .ornl. terag rid .org 
tg- log in l.sdsc.teragrid.org 
tg- log in .sd sc. terag rid. org 
tg- log in.uc.teragrid .org 
r anger.tacc.te ragrid.org 
tg- s.teele.p rdue.teragrid.org 
tg- log in.purdue.teragrld.org 
tg- condor.purdue.te ragrid.org 
login .bigred .iu .teragrid.org 
qb l.loni .org 
tg- log in .s pur.tacc. te rag rid .org 
log in- hg .ncsa.teragrid .org 
rake n -pwd. n i cs. teragri d .or g 
log in- abe.ncsa.terag rid.org 
Figure 36: Submitting A Job To Available Resources 
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.,. ____ H 2 ~ ... :. •• ,. i.., 
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·r.w·-··--- I ,..ireeuo ro•t. 
••••••h•• I <1"'6-1• ,_t 
•N••-••• 1,~uH •l"•t. 
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-•...,·•-· I ...... ~••••lrl•t _...,_,._, __ ,.,.. ........ .. , 
,., .••• , •• I -"••••l<•I 
...,., •• .-- I .-,..n ... d 
-rw-,--r-0 1..,..,. • • , •• ., 
·•• ·•··•- l~••• i• u t 
..... , .• r -1 .-.,. •• uoi.• J 
... • 1. 1...,..,...,.111t ...... r-,-! .,..,,.,.., •. ! 
"'* •••• :.0 0 •11 - ,._....,.. ... ..... -· 
(./ • ( .• ""'°'' 
•>U •• n an 1un unt1uu 
U ,... I J•U U "t,:tl .o.-.H• --
UJ r.i:, • iOH u IQ~ -•-•In (SJ 
,:~ ~ : ;::: !::::::::::~:.: 
US ilOY U U , )t t 
,. 1-.;, u u,1 • • 
O& l"" H U,U i. 
.. ~,, ,..,. • nu ta.a 
U~ !lot H lh\1 h• 
xiu • hi> n :.u, ..a..i., .,.1 .. 01,.,, h • 
o _. u 1~1n "tti,• lht 
JHllowUl11JlC• 1.• 
~" ,_ t4 11,12 -··-~·"· · no,..- ,u,ne1.:., 
11UU ,. ... n JOH aru.. JCO ao:, U Hl,..o, 
29->!1 ~..- t ,on tr ... ~1•_....,. __ 201,,.~ .. n,~, •- • JOOI .,. ..... J ... __ ..,, _u,o .. oo, 
UIU ,_ I 1031 p- )•..., HJU,.-, 
1ou z.1 , 1r,u •~•• _1<M __ .., nus., .,. 
ir..u, .r. ; t u,J• 9£"••_.i•..,.. inu •• .,. 
u» o.n 1~ u,n ..-- , .. ,..., 11tu.~o, 
U!IIU k"7 ~ JUI ,u• ,a,_..,_. JJJIO,: .. 
UtH$ .,_y t 20)1 tu•_,1 .... _ .... lOJI l-, 
.,, .... u u ,u 1 
!~!! ~· '! ..?~: !- ---~1 ..... 
0. 
Figure 37: Job Ids Shown For Status Query And Result Retrieval 
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l'IW lotlt'~<O.MIUtf ---== ,-..,.~O<,t,,<,t d4'• 
~ ..... c.nt"'c,1, 
<w;;....~r--~ 
l-'-,..___,.. lst,th»t)(•~~ 
r-'-... ldJ, )lnl•tlSl"t~J-o.• 
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~M.3llt:Dl 
-o.&wlft\10* 
... !IIOW'U I) ,C·,H m tut 
~ .._. U OJ-41+0 tn )OU 
_, ....,,. U CMl.l.,U Cl't lt,111 
'IOH !ll:i,,r U 04 1•,u C:ff UH 
-.i - U Ot,J,,1' ('fl )041 
=::; !~ ::::!::; ~!; !::: 
Vio,I - u !M,Sl,lS C:IT u:n 
-... ...., u u,11,n en 1ou 
~~ It» n °''"'" c:n IUI 
;';t :: !! :!;~::~ ~!! :::: 
\.I' •(<'.· """'' 0. 
Figure 38: Retrieved Job Execution Result Shown 
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c.s Workflow Submission (by using Karajan) 
You can submit a workflow described by the Karajan workflow language. See Figure 39. 
project description (in Karajan) 
<project> 
<include file"'"co9kit.x_m.l"/> 
<echo message-"Job is going o be started .•• "/> 
<execute execulable= "/bin/date" stdout "thedate" 
host= "t9.-loginl. i.dc9.c: •. tl;!;a~';:°.i:_4. . ." org·" ... pro'vider= ''G'N" 
redirect=" false''/> 
<echo meseage-"J'ob completed, Transferring the output "/> 
<transfer .si::.<::hos~- • tg-login1 .. sc:ls~. t,lc!:?:.il.9',i:),.ci. org" 
srcfile=~thedate" ..................... d.~·~.~Fc,~.£ .. •· .1.ci.<::~Jhe>1o.t,." provider= ' 9.:ic.i~.ft.i:.> I> 
<echo t:1easage="Transfer cooplete"l> 
</project> 
, Submit workflow _,. 
Figure 39: Karajan Workflow Composition and Submission 
C.6 Job/Workflow management 
_x 
Submit window, job management window and result window are displayed while the user logged 
in. See Figure 40. 
C.6.1 Check status of previously submitted job 
Click the jobid will check the job's execution status. See Figure 41. 
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~ Id). '*'~l"-4111&J':~ 
r,-,t,tt.w ldJl:M:,:Ulln ~ )l--
~ llrJ; ltm5"'1 .. [-......., .. lt 
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W:ll'l'l;M-50. ~, ... .._ ...... 
.... .,,.,.-" .. 
-=-·-.....iiu·• ..... ... , 
••ll~ 
j...._tr••I 
U ....... to,M,H •• 
IUt,p .. t••K•>t •• 
IU.,. -• JH,H,I •• 
)ti, - 2M,C.,I •• 
lll> -,,,,_ ·- •~•ff•H ·· 
1~ :: ::!~~~: :: 
\.I• {_,_ . C.00..'*• 
: :: : : 
14 IJ •• SIi 
': i: :: :: .. -· ... . - ., 
I •• :II ' .. .. 
Figure 40: History Job Listing And Management 
C.6.2 Retrieve result of job 
And upon finishing user could retrieve the result back and display it in the result windows. See 
Figure 42. 
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[workflow Id): 1584743042 [Rosults]: cogfilclist 
[workflow Id]: 393331833 [Results]: date 
[workflow Id]: 1920354749 ot Finished 
Figure 41: Check Job Execution Status 
[workflow Id]: 1584743042 [RHult1]: oogfllol.s: 
[workflow Id): 393331833 (Roaults): da:o 
[workflow Id]: 1920354749 [RHults]: qlrfo 
Wor1cflow Id. 1920354749 
0Ull)U\ fil&:qlnfo 
••rver: co-oaater 











Wallli-rr..e Node Run Que Lm 
-------- ---- ----- ----- ----
0 0 
00,30,00 5 l 
so,oo,oo 74 83 
200,00,0 74 19 
200:00:0 0 0 
0 0 
,s,oo,oo 0 0 
144:00:0 0 0 













Figure 42: Retrieve And Display Job Execution Result 
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C.7 File Management 
• An elementary GUI interface for file transfer and file list. More functions related to file 
operation is planned to add. 
• File transfer could be happened among resources user could access, as well as the remote 
user home directory in the mediator server. 
C.7.1 GridFTP File Transfer 
• The file transfer windows, while only remote home is displayed. See Figure 43 . 
• 
-· f A.emote User Home Target -Rt.moce UH r Home m """"'1Dr.• _______ _, 
rt1eu11 
Figure 43: File Transfer Window 
.. 
• User could choose from a gridftp enabled host list to list the user's home at that remote host, 
as long as the user has privilege to access that machine. See Figure 44. 
• File listing request is being processed as in Figure 45. 
• And when finished, the list will be displayed. See Figure 46. 
• User could drag a file from the list and download, by using gridftp, to the user's remote home 
directory in mediator service. See Figure 47. 
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I Remote User Uomt . fros t.ncar.teragr•d .org (gridftp- def;aul t- nrverl 
· fros t .nca~.tc-1•gr d.org (gndh"p- strlped- stJVer) 
bigbf.n psc ter.agnd org (grioftp-detault-st.rvtr) 
blgbcn.psc .ttr~ r,d .org (gr1dhp · st11i,ed- suvcr) 
toncstar,t;act.1tr,l(J 'ld .or; (911dhp default Urvt' r] 
loncst.1r.t,1,cc.tcra<;rld .0<9 (9,1dflp-rconstript-d- serverJ 
lonesur.t.acc.teragdd .CH"g [911dftp-.llr1ped-1trver) 
~ric\< tacc.teraQrid org (;rid ftp -default sc~rl 
m.1verlck t<1cc.te~grld org (grfdftp-nons1tlped- u,vtrl 
!'Nverlck.1,;icc.teragrfd org [gr1dftp- nriped - urverl 
poptc. psc . ter;agr,d .org [gr1dftp-dcfault- sctVCrJ 
poplc psc.ter.1gr d .or !i;andftp-sttiped- stl'Wr) 
coba11.ncu teragr1d.org fgridftp- nonttr,ped• suvtrJ 
CO~•t .ncu.ti:r•grid.orv l gridftp- \trl~ · strwr} 
Vil U< 1eragrld org jgr1dftp- dtf.1wtt-urver) 
vi1.uc.1eragrld.org {gridfto-nonstriPf;d-sel'\OerJ 
viz.uc.tcragrld.oro (grld fto striped -strverJ 
t'l\t ornl.ttr" rtd or r id srnptd- scrwrJ 
Figure 44: Choose Remote Resource To Browse File List 










r,:i;;:;,,u..teragrld.or9 rgndft?- dtf•ult- sff\'erJ 
Curreni O.r. -
Fie Lill 
• . .... .. . 
• • • • • 
Figure 45: File Listing Being Processed 
• Or vice versa, as in Figure 48. 
• Or between two resources from teragrid. See Figure 49. 
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f lle:motc US11r Home 
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,.,.., 
~ 
<ob.lilt.nua tcr.agnd.o,g (gr1dfto dcfault-Rrvc,I 
clnni:------ l qvake•...a bf -nt------- 1 q11&.ke11.a root 
-rv------ 1 q1.1&ke1 !.a n)Ol 
-no------- 1 quake1ia root 
-rw------- 1 q11&ke1i.a coot. 
-rvn-ar-• l quake,ia ksf 
-rv-r--r-- l quake1ia k•f 
-rwxr-xr-x l qu•ke.t.a kit 
drwxr-u-a , quak•• aa ae 
-nni:r-•r-x l quake1ial. kif 
-n,o-r--r-- l qvake1ia k,f 
-nr-r--r-- l q11&kH!..a kit 
-rv-r--r-- 1 quakeaia kif 
-rv------- l q1U.ke1La kd 
-rw-r--r-- l qu&ke1i.a kaf 
409' rob 25 2001 lOll.120~ 
U Feb I 200I 711104 , co-
711 hb I 2001 217104,eo 
U Feb I 2001 21110,.co-
711 Feb I 1001 21110i,eo-
,,s !iOY l] 091]9 & 
70 .Jun 2t 11il7 ·-
H6 .J>.sn :U llt5] b 
,o" hb I 2001 bin 
US Jun H U1U b-
20410 Feb 2S 1001 ooball r:ipi 
0 bfov 14 1St0i 009filoli1t. 
JU ~OY 14 UtSl data 
00 .l'.in U lltU daad,letlar 
6JQ Ji.ln i 21 I ]9 di..r 
-rw-r--r-- 1 quakeua kaf 111.146 Feb H 2001 gras_job_-:!11] 
4 
-rv-r--r-- l quaked.a luf 2907t Feb I 1001 gi:-. job a.g 
Figure 46: File Listing Displayed For A Remote Resource 
• Detat • 
Tranaror 
I F::,. Um Hom• ITT CurrortCXr-r· Fl!ol~ - ---




'c c:ob1lt.ncs1.ter1grld.«g (gndttp-dd&ull-Hrverf I urren!O.r .. !:J 
ir· F,lol~\ ------
1 ! drvx------ 2 quaked.a kl f COU feb H 2001 103 l. l 203~ 
! i -rv------- l quakuUII root.. 64 Feb I 2001 281804.co-
! -rv------ 1 q,1.akHi.JI root 711 Feb I 2001 217804,c:o-
l -rv------- 1 c;ukHia root. 64 hb I 2001 287806, 00- i 
-rv------- 1 qJ.&kuia root. 711 Feb t 2001 211106.oo-
-rvxr-xr-x l q,1.ake•i• ltsf ,,5 Kov l] 09,39 a 
-rv-r--r-- 1 ,c;:u&kHia kaf 70 Jun 24 11117 1-
- rvxr- ,cr- x 1 qJakuia kaf '" J1,1n 2' l2 1U b 
drvxr-x.r-x , qJUH!.a &e 409' F•b I 2001 bin 
-rwxT-xr-• 1 ,c;:uakea!.a kaf 665 Jun 24 U1S2 b -
-nr-r--r-- 1 quakHi& kef 2000 Feb 25 2001 cobalt. q:,i 
-rw-r--r-- 1 q-.i.UH!.a kit O !kw u 1s,o, 009lL.el1•t 
-rw-r- - r-- 1 ,c;:11.akH!a bf HI Nov 14 14, Sl da\.e 
-rv------- 1 quakeai& kif 
-rv-r--r-- 1 q.iakea !.m ke[ 
-rv-r- - r - - 1 ,;u.akea!a luf 
-nr-r--r- - 1 quakeais kaf 
490 J\J.Q 2f, 11142 dead . letter 
no Jun I 2113' dir 
ll12U Feb 25 
29071 Peb I ... ,, . ) . 2001 vr .. job z-a !!~! ::-· ~~~ -·~: . . 
Figure 47: File Transfered From Remote Resource 
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( Rc!mote use, Home. rJ Cun'ffl"f:ir.'7 ______________ ..:..:., 
r-Filolls:-------
-~r--l"-- l globua 9lobu• US 2001-11-14 lfii07 • 
I Target 
HOit _ __ 
f cot>.111.n«. • t~r~r•d.cwg fs1rtdftp-de.fautt-1ervet) 
~O.r.-
,-FNL~1---
dnt•----- - 2 quakea t.. hf 409' l"eb :ZS 
-nr------- 1 qvakHia root U Feb I 2001 2171 0,.oo 
-.rv-----·- l quakaa!.a. root 
-rv------ l quakeat. rool 
-rw------- l quakeaia root 
64 P'eb 
711 Feb 
2001 21710, . co 
2001 211 1 0,. 00 
- u - z - -r -- l 9 lobu• 1J>tu, f[:\~i\;r1~1t:ttit•::~ US lilov 13 Oi 1l• a 70 J"Jn H 12117 • -
tlons 
-nncr- •r-x 1 quakeaia luf 
dZV'lltr-xr-x , quake a l..a .c 
-nu1.r- xr-x 1 qvak.e1b kal 
-1-w-r--r-- l q u ak••i• lu f 
-no-r--r-- 1 quakeata kaf 
- ni- r --r -- 1 quake1 !.:A kaf 
-rw------- l q<.Jak•• la lu f 
-:w-r--r-- l q11akea!..a ka! 
- rv- r --r -- 1 quake, a kaf 
- A - r --r -- l qvakea.is kat 
' " .lun Hi U1Sl b 
t OH P'eb I lOOI bln 
60 J un 24 12152 b-
2000 T•b 2S ,001 eobalt l:'.pi 
O ?ilov U lS 10f 009!U•:.h1.. 
HI NOY H u,sJ dat4 
00 Jun H 11 142 d•ad .l•ll•r 
IJO J1,1,n I 2l 13' d ir 
lll2U ~'ab H 2001 9 raJ11 job :,g 
29071 T•b I 2001 9ra•_Job 1119 : 
t,::·::·~::~:::'::::·::·~·::·::· ~·::::·===~~'.'.:=~ , ..... '""'"-~-: ; ... 
Figure 48: Drag And Drop Style File Transfer 
11 
" Tnonm,----------------------------- ----------------,, 
Source 
Ho,, 
~:ngr1c! or9 (9rldf\p-d~•v1t-H__,"",..' ... 1____ .,_., 
fUCLISt 
• 
• • • • • 
Target 
"°'' t....5,_~~CU.ttr.19rid.org (9ndfto-OefM.1it-'H~fl ==rn 
CunomOr-
F,tcLlllt 
dntx------ 2 quallad.a k1r 
- rv---- -· • l quaka1ia root 
-rw------- 1 qu1k•1i.a root: 
-rv------ - l qaake•i.a rooL 
- rv-·---- · 1 q~aka•ia root. 
- nncr- xr-x 1 qt,11k••i• luf 
-rv-r- -r-- 1 qaakeaia ksf 
40H Feb 25 1001 1031.1201· 
U teb I 2001 21 1804. C'O• 
111 Feb I 1001 281804 . oo 
'" Feb I 1001 21110i .co- , 
711 f'eb t 2001 ll7IH.co-
'6S ~ov U 15101 a 
10 Jun H 11,17 a-
-rwxr- •r· • 1 quak••ila kal 6fifi J'un 24 12 15] b 
drvxr- u - K , q\,l,akeaia &e 40U Feb 8 1001 bin 
US Jun l4 11152 b-
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Figure 49: File Being Transfered Between Teragrid Resources 
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D Appendix IV Developer's Manual 
• This manual provides Grid developers guides on how to use the Cyberaide JavaScript API 
to develop web applications. 
• Contents are subject to change since this is a active project. Please refer to the online project 
page for the latest document. 
D.1 Introduction 
The usage of the Cyberaide JavaScript toolkit is shown through code snipes. The code itself is not 
runnable. Please setup the three-tier cyberaide JavaScript framework first, and put the code snipes 
into your code where you want to fulfill the functionality. 
D.2 Authentication 
* authentication . js 
* 
* This snipes of code is used to show how to authenticate through cyberaidejs. 
* 




//construct authenticator object for authentication using myproxy 
//make sure to use the attributes keys specified here . 
var auth = org.cyberaide . js . j Authenticator(url) ; 
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auth.setAttribute("host", "myproxy.teragrid.org"); 
auth.setAttribute("port", 7512); 
a u t h . s e t A t t r i b u t e ( " u s e r " , ' USER ' ) ; 
a u th . s e t A t t r i b u t e ( " p as s w o rd " , ' PASSWORD ' ) ; 
II currently only 'myproxy' is supported 
auth. setProvider (" myproxy "); 
II authentication 
cyberaidejs. authenticate(auth, authResponse); 
/* 
* the authenticate callback function 
*/ 
function authResponse(ret) { 
if(ret){ 
} 
II authenticated successfully! 
// put your code here 
} else{ 
} 
II authentication failed 
//put your code here 
D.3 job submission 
/* 
* job - submission .js 
* 
* This snippes of code is used to show how to submit a job to 
* remote machine to execute . 
* 
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II construct cyberaidejs object by pointing to the agent service's url 
var c y be raid e j s = new or g . c y be raid e . j s . j s U ti I ( u r I ) ; 
II 
II ..... . 
II 
//define the job 
//make sure to u se the attri bute s key specified here . 
var execObj = new org.cyberaide.js . jsExecutable(); 
execObj. set A ttri bu te ("cmd", "/bin/ Is "); 
execObj.setAttribute("arg", "- ] "); 
exec Obj . set A tt r i but e (" r Host " , ' REMOIEHOST ' ) ; 
execObj. setAttribute("stdout", "lsoutput"); 
execObj. set A ttri bu te ("provider", "GT4"); 
//con s truct a remote job through the executable object 
var strProj = cyberaidejs. constructRemoteJob(execObj ); 
//submit the job by specifying constructed job specification, 
// callback function. 
//you must be in authenticated stat u s and in a valid sessio n. 
cyberaidejs .s ubmit(strProj , s ubmitResponse) ; 
/ * 
* callback function of submission 
* / 
function submitResponse(ret) { 
if(ret > O){ 
II job s ubmitted and job id returned. 
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} 
II your job id is 'ret' 
I I do something here. 
} else { 
} 
II job submission failed. 
I I do something here. 
D.4 workflow submission 
I* 
* workflow. j s 
* 
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in Number format 
* This snippes of code is used to show how to submit a workflow 
* (in Karajan format) to run on a remote machine. 
* 
II construct cyberaidejs object by pointing to the agent service's url 





// var strProj = 
II assign the Karajan workflow to this string and submit it . 
//you must be in authenticated status and in a valid session. 
cyberaidejs.submit(strProj, submitResponse , null) ; 
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/* 
* callback function of submission 
*/ 
function submitResponse ( ret) { 
if(ret > 0){ 
II job submitted and job id returned. 
} 
// your job id is 'ret ', in Number format 
// do somet h ing h ere. 
} else { 
} 
//job submission failed. 
//do something here. 
D.5 list submitted jobs for the authenticated user 
/* 
* listjobs .js 
* 
* This snippes of code is used to show how to query job/workflow 
* list that user submitted. 
* 
II construct cyberaidejs object by pointing to the agent service's url 
var c y be raid e j s = new or g . c y be raid e . j s . j s U ti 1 ( u r 1 ) ; 
II 
II .... . . 
II 
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//do this only after you have been authenticated and in a valid session. 
cyberaidejs. list(listResponse); 
/ * 
* Submitted jobs listing 
* / 
function listRespon se(j onRet){ 
} 
if(jsonRet != null){ 
} 
var jsonRetObj = eval ("(" + j onRet + ")"); 
var wfids = jsonRetObj . wfids; 
var numlds = wfids. length; 
//now you got the jobs list with 'numlds' items 
// in an array wfids 
I/ do something here . 
D.6 query job/workflow execution status 
/ * 
* jobstatus . js 
* 
* This snippes of code is used to show how to query job/workflow 
* execution stat u s. 
* 
II construct cyberaidejs object by pointing to the agent service's url 
var c y be raid e j s = new or g . c y be raid e . j s . j s U ti 1 ( u r 1 ) ; 
II 
II .. ... . 
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II 
//do this only after you have submitted some job/workflow , and 
//then query the status with its id 
cyberaidejs. statusQuery ( wfid , statusQueryResponse) ; 
/ * 
* callback function of status query, to display the status info 
* / 
function s tatusQueryResponse(j s onRet ) { 
} 
if(jsonRet != null){ 
} 
v a r j s onRetObj = eval ("( " + jsonRet + " ) ") 
var wfid = j s onRetObj. wfid ; 
var status = jsonRetObj . status ; 
//now you get the workflowid and its current status, 
II in a 'Number ' format , 
// representing jobs finished s o far in the workflow . 
//do something here . 
D. 7 query output filenames for a job/workflow execution 
/ * 
* queryoutput . j s 
* 
* Thi s snippes of code i s us e d to show how to qu e ry output f il e na m e 
* of a job/workflow . 
* 
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//construct cyberaidejs object by pointing to the agent service's url 




//do this on l y after you have been authenticated and in a valid session. 
cyberaidejs. queryOutput(wfid, queryOutputResponse ); 
/* 
* display the returned output file names appropriately and add 




if(jsonRet != null){ 
} 
var jsonRetObj = eval("(" + jsonRet + ")"); 
var wfid = jsonRetObj. wfid; 
var resultFiles = jsonRetObj. resultFiles; 
//the result output file names for job/workflow with 
//id 'wfid' have been stored 
II into array 'resultFiles' 
//you can display the filenames or get the REAL output 
// through getOutput () method . 
return false; 
D.8 get execution output 
geto u tp ut. js 
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* 
* This snipes of code is used to show how to get a s pecific output 
* from a job/workflow execution. 
* 
// construct cyberaidejs object by pointing to the agent s ervice's url 
var cyberaidejs = new org.cyberaide.js.jsUtil(url) ; 
II 
II . .... . 
II 
//do this only after you have been authenticated and in a valid s e s sion. 
llwfid and filename specified job/workflow id and ( one of) it s output 
II filename obtained through queryOutput 
cyberaidejs . getOutput(wfid, filename , getOutputResponse) ; 
/ * 
* pr oce s s in g th e r e turn e d output 
* / 
function getOutputResponse ( j son Ret) { 
} 
if(jsonRet != null){ 
} 
var jsonRetObj = eval( " (" + j s onRet + " ) " ) ; 
var wfid = jsonRetObj. wfid ; 
var filename = jsonRetObj . filename ; 
var content = j s onRetObj . content; 
//now you h a ve got the output content of an 
//output file for the job 'wfid ' 
// your code for further process ing goes herer . . 
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D.9 file transfer 
* filetransfer . js 
* 
* This snipes of code i used to show how to do file 
* tran s fer through cyberaidejs . 
* 
var cyberaidejs = new org . cyberaide . j s. jsUtil ( url ); 
II 
II ... ... 
II 
I I s o u r c e and d e s t a re a 1 1 URI p er g r i d ft p s u p p o r t e d fo rm at , 
// like file ://PATH, gsiftp : //HOST :PORT/PATH/TO/FILE 
//when using file : /Ir , it represents the user's remote home 
II directory at where the mediator service resides 
//using gsiftp : //HOST :PORT/PATH/TO/FILE to point to the location 
II at other remote resources like those from Teragrid 
//do this only after you have been successfully authenticated 
//and is in valid session 
cyberaidej s. transfer (s ource , dest , tran s ferResponse ) ; 
* the transfer callback function 
functio n transfer R esponse(ret, updateloc) { 
if(! ret){ 
II Transfered successfully! 
II updateloc indicate the param e ter you used to call 
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} 
//the transfer function which is ' dest ' 
//in this cease 




//updateloc indicate the parameter you used to call 
// the transfer function which is 'dest' 
//in this cease 
// do whatever you want here . 
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